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Lye VAN TIEN: ITS RELATION TO PRIOR TEXTS 
John C. Schafer 

In the history of Vietnamese literature truy~n tho~ or verse narrative, 0\:

cupies a prominent place. The genre emerged a~ least as early as the sixteentll 
century when Vietnamese story tellers realized they could employ the same verse 
form used for short folk poems, called ea-dao, to tell longer stories. Ca-dao 
poems consist of couplets, the first line containing six syllables, the second 
eight. Usually they were only one or two couplets long. To tell their verse 
narratives Vietnamese authors used rhyme to link these ea-dao couplets. The 
following diagram shows how this linking was accomplished. Each dash represents 
a syllable; R's occupy slots that must have a rhyming syllable; subscript num
bers indicate syllables that rhyme with each other. 

The linking is achieved then by having the last syllable in the eight-syllable 
line of one couplet rhyme with the last syllable in the first line of the follow
ing couplet. As the above diagram shows, every line rhymes with the next line, 
but because different rhymes constantly appear, the form does not become mono
tonous when it is prolonged to tell a story. 

Verse narratives were composed by scholars trained in the Confucian tradi
tion who wrote them in the Southern script (ehd nBm) , a way of writing the Viet
namese language using modified Chinese characters. Only the educated could 
read ehd nom, but because verse narratives were written in the same poetic form 
as ea-dao, a form containing mnemonic aids such as syntactic parallelism and 
rhyme, they were easy to memorize. These verse narratives therefore became a 
part of the oral folk tradition and were well known by common people, not just 
by a scholarly elite. 

The ver~e narrative most loved by the Vietnamese and also best known in the 
West is Nguyen Du's Tale of Kie~ written around 1800. 1 The story of the mis
fortunes of a girl, Thuy Kiet, who allows herself to be sold into marriage to 
an evil man for ransom money to keep her father out of prison, this tale pre
sents many themes important to Vietnamese, including the idea that those with 
loyal and affectionate hearts can survive the cruelest of circumstances. But I 
would like to discuss not The Tale of Kig~ but another verse narrative, ~~guy~n 
f)i'nh Chiet,s Ll.}e Van Tien, a poem with characters not as psychologically compl~'\ 
as those in Kie~, with verse not as polished and elegant as that found in Nguye1 
Du's masterpiece, but a work with its own peculiar charm. Lye V~ Tien waSl 
written in the late 1850s by the teacher, poet, and patriot Nguyen Bfnh Chi~u 
who, since he was blind, did not write the poem but, according to accounts, lay in 
a hammock and chanted it to listening students who copied it down. It has been 
extremely popular in Vietnam, particularly in the South, and is probably the 
second best known Vietnamese verse narrative. 

I shall concentrate on only one aspect of L~e Van Tien: its relations to 
prior texts in the Vietnamese literary tradition. Why this particular concen
tration? Because to understand any text one must be aware of the ways it paral
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lels and contradicts texts that have preceded it. To understand almost any West
ern literary work, for example, one must know the Bible; to understand Salinger's 
atch:r in the Rye, it helps to have read Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn; to grasp 

Francls Coppola's Apocalypse Now, one needs to know Conrad's Heart of Darkness. 
Prior texts then are useful points of entry into the study of any text. In the 
case of L~c van Tign, exploring prior texts has another advantage: it helps us 
understand the moral and political milieu of mid-nineteenth century Vietnam pri
or to the French takeover of most of Southern Vietnam in the 1860s. This take
over caused many Vietnamese patriots to question loyalties taught in the Chinese 
Confucian texts--obedience to the king,_for example--and to embrace instead the 
values of communalism and patriotism espoused in traditional folk poetry and folk 
tales. Since both kinds of texts--the Confucian classics and traditional Viet
namese f~lk te~ts--are e~oked in L~c Van Tign, approaching this ~ers~ narra!~ve 
through ltS prlor texts lncreases our understanding both of Nguyen Binh Ch'eu's 
narrative technique and of the sociopolitical world he inhabited. 

. In analyzing the prior texts L~C Van Tian I shall not be looking for a par
tlcular source text. Some Vietnamese verse narratives are clear~y related to a 
source, often a Chinese story. The Tale of Kia~, for example, roughly parallels 
a Chinese Ming novel. In the opening lines of Luc Van Tian the narrator gives 
t~e impression that he is goin~ to retell "the story of Tay-Minh": "Before the 
~lght I loo~ a~ the ~tor~ of Tay-Mi~h,/AAnd muse ov~r the, two dec~iving wO[ds

human feellng [Tr~dc den xem chuyen Tay-Minh,/ Ng~m cddi hai ch~ nhdn tinh 
eo-le]." 2 But no "story of Tay-Minh" has ever been found. All that has been 
unearthed bearing that title is a Chinese moral essay by Trudng Tat [C~in.: C~ng 
Tsai].3 There may have been some Chinese novel that inspired Nguy~n Binh Chieu, 
but since one hasn't been found, it seems likely that the important prior text 
in these lines is not some actual story of Tay-Minh but a convention used to 
naturalize the novel, to present it as the product of natural circumstances. The 
convention used here is the narrator's opening of an ancient book, the story of 
TSy-Minh, a book which, he discovers, contains wisdom relevant to the present 
predicament of his listeners. Other societies use other conventions: epistolary 
novels, for example, and chance meetings of an author with an old friend who be
comes the narrator are naturalizing devices that have been exploited in the An
glo-American tradition. In any event, it is orior texts such as this naturaliz
ing convention rather than a single precursor text that I would like to explore 
here. 

One additional point regarding intertextual relations: t~ey involve form as 
well as content. A Western writer can establish clear intertextual relations 
for ~s audience. by beginning "Once upon a time ... " or by using the sonnet form. 
Nguyen Blnh Chieu, as explained above, connects L~c V~n Tien to prior texts by 
opening with a standard naturalizing conve~tion and by using a traditional verse 
form. There are other ways Luc Van Tien repeats prior texts, Out first a brief 
summary of the tale. . 

As the story opens, L~c Van Tien, tre main character, says goodbye to his 
teacher at the Confucian school and sets off for the capital' to take the exam
inations to become a mandarJn. On the way he runs across some brigands who have 
kidnapped the beautiful Kieu Nguy~t Nga. Ti@n rescues her and the gratitude she 
feels for him soon becomes mixed with love. To express her appreciation, she 
writes him a poem, but tnen they part. Nga returns to Ha-khe, where her father 
is an official, and draws a portrait of Tien to help her remember her absent lov
er; Tien conti~ues on to the examination site. On the way he stops off at the 
home of Va The Loan, a girl with whom his parents have arranged a marriage. 
After spending some tim~ with Loan's parents, who seem pleased with the prospect 
of their daughter marrying the young talented scholar, he continues on his way. 
On his journey he meets three fellow examination candidates, one of whom turns 
out to be a loyal friend, two of whom become jealous and vindictive villains. 

Unfortunately Tien never gets to the examinations. Before he is to sit for 
them, he hears that his mother has died and decides immediately to return to 
participate in her funeral. During his return journey he becomes so sick and 
weak from weeping that he eventually goes blind. Wandering blind and unprotect
ed around the countryside, he becomes an easy victim for deceitful fortune tell
ers, medicine men, and sorcerers who trick him out of his money. A villainous 
fellow examination candidate and his future in-laws treat him even more cruelly. 
The examination candidate, jealous of Tien's superior talent, pushes him into a 
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river, and Tien's in-laws. afraia they will be stuck with a worthless blindman 
for a son-in-law, leave him to die in a cave. But, as the narrator frequently 
reminds his readers, the agents of mercy look after the virtuous. A friendly 
river dragon saves Tien from drowning, and a fairy leads him out of the cave. 
Finally, through the heip of a woodcutter, he ends up in a pagoda, where the 
narrator allows him to rest while recounting the misfortunes of the heroine Nga. 

Nga, still pining for Tien ever since he so gallantly rescued her, learns 
from his father, mistaKenly as it tJrns out, that he has died from sickness. 
She vows to remain chaste and loyal forever in his memory. Keeping her vow is 
not easy because she has other suitors, one of whom, when spurned, seeks revenge 
by influencing the King of st to have her offered as a tribute wife to the King 
of Phier., a cOuntry that has been harassing the country of S~. Nga then must 
choose between two virtues: faithfulness to Tien, whom she regards as her hus
band even though they were never formally betrothed, and loyalty to her King, 
who has ordered her to become the wife of a foreign king. Unable to resolve this 
dilemma, she attempts suicide by ju~ping off the boat taking her to the land of 
Phien. She is saved by the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy, who removes her from the 
water and places her in a garden of flowers. The aging caretaker of the garden 
befriends her, but when his son (Bui r.iem) makes advances, S~le flees, finally
finding refuge in the home of a kind ola woman. 

The narrator then returns to the adventures of Tien, who begins to enjoy 
better fortune. After being blind for six years, he is cured by a fairy who vis
its him in a dream, bringing him a bowl of magic medicine. His sight restored, 
he begins his rise to fame and happiness. He reviews his lessons and takes the 
examinations, passing with the higQest rank. At the King's request he leads a 
successful expedition against the O-Qua, a neighboring people who have been harass
ing the land of Sd~ After this battle he stumbles upon the old lady's home where 
Nga has taken refu~e. There is a joyful reunion. Later they are happily married 
and the King of S6, grateful for Tien's assistance in driving out the O-Qua, and 
himself eager to retire to a pagoda, allows Tien to take the throne and rule the 
country. 

This summary in English proves the maxim "To translate is to betray," not 
only because the rich elaborating detail and the music of verse are lost but 
also because it fails to evoke in Western listeners certain prior texts a knowl
edge of which is essential to proper appreciation. What are these prior texts? 

One type of prior text is the h;storical romance of which The Romance of 
the Three Kingdoms [Tam QU~c Chi] ~5 a good example. 5 This unofficial fourteen
th century Chinese history is a source for many allusions in Lv...c Van Ti$n. When 
Tien's prospective in-laws try to get a loyal friend of his, T~ TrJc, to take 
Tien's place and ~arry their daughter, TU Tr~c wonders if he is being pushed into 
the role of LJ Phung Tien, a character from The Three Kingdoms whom some schemers 
lured into a tragic marriage by using a beautiful woman as bait. One Vietnamese 
scholar believes that the important trio in Luc van Tien--Luc Van Tien and his 
two loyal friends TU Tr~c and Hon Minh--is modeled on a similar trio--L~u Bi, 
Quan Vo, and Tr~ong Phi:-immortalized in The Three Kingdoms. 6 • 

There are allusions also to characters of other Chinese historical romances. 
While trying to decide whether she can avoid becoming the tribJte wife of the 
King of Phien, Nga compares her plight to that of two well-known Sino-Vietnamese 
heroines, Chi~u Quan [Chin.: Chao Chun] and H~nh Nguyen [Hsing Yuan]. The com
parison to Chieu Quan, one of the Four most famous beauties of China, is apt be
cause Chao Chun, a concubine of the Han emperor YUan Ti, was herself sent to be
come a tribute wife of the northern barbarian Khan. The comparison to H~nh 

Nguyen is also appropriate. She is the heroine OF another Vietnamese verse nar
rative called Nhi e8 Mai [The Twice-Bloomir.9 Plum Tree], a poem written by an 
anonymous Vietnamese author some time in the late eighteenth century but clearly 
based on a sixteenth or seventeenth century novel entitled The Story of Loyalty, 
Filial P~ety, Chastity, and the TWice-Blooming Plum Tree. ~~nh Nguyen like Chieu 
Quan was ordered to leave her native land to become a tribute wife of a northern 
barbarian. To avoid this fate she jumps into a river and is saved by a spirit 
who places her in a garden of flowers. In Lvc Van Tien Ng~ also atte~pts suicide 
by drowning and is saved in a similar way. Obviously Nguyen Blnh Chi~u has been 
influenced by this earlier narrative Nhi D6 Mai, an influence he does not try to 
hide but on the contrary encourages his'audience to perceive by having his char
acter Nga refer specifically to the heroine of this earlier story. Recollecting 
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the stories of Chieu Quan and Hanh Nguyen helps Nga decide what to do. As she 
sees how closely her situation paral1els that of these heroines, her references 
to them beco~e the cause of her artions as well as her way of giving expression 
to her feelings. A'ter remembering these 5tories she says: 

Now it is my fate that is in ouestinn, 
I swear to this portrait' that I will remain faithful all my life. 
The :ove between husband and wife, tLe duty between king and subject, 
The omnipresent obligations of this love and this duty must be fulfilled. 
Duty and love weigh equally heavily upon me; 
If I am loyal to the king, I neglect the debt I owe ~y hu.;band. 
So the only solution is to die, 
Sacrificing my body to serve the king, sacrificirg "'y heart to serve 

my husband. (lines 1415-22) 

Nga's decision is not i~possib1y difficult because the path o~ wot'al he~oism fo; 
a tribute wife forced to choose among conflicting loyalties has been marked 0ut 
for her by these heroines of the Sino-Vietnamese histories. Because 5he knows 
these stories, Nga knows how to act. If we as readers know them, if we ~re f~" 
mi1iar with Nga's literary ancestors, then we do not misinterpret her actions as 
aberrant or bizarre but, instead, recognize them as traditjonal, the expected 
behavior of a woman placed in such a situation. 

But to understand Nga's actions, to understand why, for example, she is de
termined to die rather than betray her vow of chastity to LUC Van Ti~n, a man 
with whom she was never formally engaged, it helps lf we know other prior texts 
besides the historical romances. One cannot understand Luc van Tien unless one 
is familiar with the Confucian texts, particularly The Fo;r Books and The Five 
Classics, in which important Confucian concepts such as the Tnree Bonds 'and the 
Five Virtues, the idea of ch[nh-chuy~n or faithfulness, and the Three Submissions 
are explained. The Three Bonds--king-subject, father-son (or -daughter), husband
wife--are at the heart of Confucianism; they are the essential human relationships 
through which nh~n [Chin.: jenJ, or human heartedness, was expl"essed. In all 
three of these re'lationships a woman was to exhibit chi~h-chuyen [cheng chuanJ, 
or faithfulness: in the first relationship a woman demonstrated her faithfulness 
by being loyal to her king, in the second by being filially pious to her father, 
in the third by remaining faithful to her husband. 

The Three Bonds were the ethics of society. The Five Virtues--human heart
edness, righteousness, propriety, knowledge, and sincerity--applied to individ
uals. According to the Three Submissions, described in the Classic of Rituals, 
a woman owed obedience first,to her1father, then to her husband, then to her old
est surviving son. Nguyen Binh Chieu's heroine Nga knows these texts well. Af
ter she is saved from drowning, the lecherous BUi Kiem tries to seduce her into 
marriage. Determined to remain chaste in loyalty to'Tien, she rejects all over
tures with the words: 

A woman must engrave in her heart the phrase "fidelity-purity," 
Ard devote herself to fulfilling the word "suhlission." 
In life as in death there must be only one husband. 

(lines 1571-73) 

Later she tells BUi Ki~m: 

I have read in all the histories and classics 
That a lady must above all else protect her chastity. 

(lines 1593-94) 

In remaininng chaste and loyal to Ti@n she is applying the virtue of faithfulness 
or ch{nh-chuyen to the third Confucian bond, the bond between husband and wife. 
The fact that she was never formally betrothed to Tien, but considers her uni
lateral vow of eternal devotion to him as binding, makes her behavior even more 
admirable: she follows the rules even when technically they do no: apply to her. 

Nga's situation becomes more complicated when the King of S~ orders her to 
become a tribute wife. She is then forced to choose between two virtues: loyal
ty to the king and faith f u1ness to her husband. In Vietnamese verse narratives 
heroines are often forced to make agonizing choices between two virtues. In The 
Tale of hie~ the heroine Thuy Kieu must choose between filicl piety for her fa
ther and faithfulness to her lover Kim Tr9ng. She decides the former is a "heav
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vier" virtue and allows herse~f to be sold into a bad marriage. In both The 
Tale of Ki~u and Luc Van Titn conflict between two of the Three Bonds is an im
portant source of dramatic tension. 

Is L~c van Tien then simply a Confucian tale preaching the Three Bonds and 
other Confucian virtues? It is certainly in part a Confucian moral tale. In 
fact, the two main characters Tien and Nga are not so much complex individual as 
allego~ical figures. Tien represerts trung-hi~u. or loyalty-filial piety, and 
Nga tiet-h~nh, or .chastitl' By announcing the moral of his tale clearly "n the 
prologue Nguy~ Binh Chieu makes it impossible for readers not to see Tien and 
Nga as exempla~s of these virtues: 

Attention eVtryoody! Be quiet and listen. 
Recollec: ~ast mistakes, avoid bad consequences later. 
Men take loyalty-filial piety as your rule, 
Women :~ke chastity as the word to improve yourselves. 

(lines 3-6) 

Although th~y do not deny that.L~c Van ~ien reveals the influence of Con
fucianism, Nguyen Ouang Vinh and Tran Van Giau, two scholars publishing in Hanoi 
journals, argue that Confucianism in Nguy@n Dinh Ch~et's narrative is only a ve
neer. The essential quality of L~c Van Ti~, they argue, is something different, 
something more Vietnamese. For Vinh it is a "comnunal feel ing" [ti~h-ca'm cong
~~g], a quality that he be1ieves ~ts creator absorbed as he lived the life' of 
a village school teacher. 8 For Giau it is a ~sense of human righteousness" 
[nhan-ngh~; Chin.: jen i] stemming from Nguyen ~inh Chi@t's love of the people 
and his country, a human righteousness which, Giau emphasizes, was different from 
the righteousness taught in the Confu£ian texts.; To understand these interpret
ations one must know more about Nguy@n Binh Chieu and the time in which he lived. 

He was born in Gia-~inh Province in 1B11, the son of a mandarin from Central 
Vietnam. A diligent student, he passed the regional examinations in 1843. He 
returned to Hue when he was 25 to take the metropolitan examinations but before 
he was to sit for them, he heard that his mother had died. Quickly abandoning 
his hopes of taking the examinations, he came home to mourn his mother's death. 
B~cause he tired himself in weeping for his mother and because the journey from 
Hue was~ard~ous, he fell sick and eventually went blind. We see that the story 
of Nguyen Binh ChieL's own life up to the onset of blindness closely parallels 
that of his character Lyc Van Tien. After tbis event tpe two stories diverge. 
No fairy comes in any dream to deliver Nguyen flinh Chieu from his blindness so 
he could take up arms and defend his country from foreign invaders, but through 
his character Tien he achieves all: he regains his sight, passes his examinations 
with the highest rank, and drives the enemy from his native land. Besides being 
a Confucian moral tale, L~C Van Ti~ then is obviously a wishful autobiography, 
an expression of~the unfulfilled dreams of the blind poet who wrote it. 

After Nguyen Binh Chiet became blind he lived in Gia-ainh Province where he 
taught in a village school. He became a friend and spiritual counselor to sev
eral Southern resistance leaders, the most famous bein~ Tr~an~,~jnh, who died 
in 1864 fighting French forces. In the 1860s Nguy~n Binh Chieu wrote a series 
of short poems, mostly elegies and funeral orations, honoring fallen heroes of 
the resistanceNsuch as Tr~ng Bjnh and urging the people to drive the enemy from 
Vietnam. Nguyen Bi'nh Chieu is a hero in modern Vietnam in large part because of 
his literary efforts in support of those resisting colonial rule. though he is 
also praised for courageously surmounting hir physical disability. What Hanoi 
scholars find disturbing in Nguy~n Binh Chieu's poetry, is the emphasis the au
thor places on the first Confucian bond, loyalty to the king. tO Both Tien and 
Nga are obedient subjects of the King of Sd, who in the poem is a just, benign, 
and wise ruler. Ti~n speaks often of the importance of being a loyal subject 
[t8i ngay] as well as a filially pious son [can tha'o]. This emphasis on loyalty 
to the king troubles Hanoi scholars because in their view it wasNthe selfishness 
and ineffectiveness of King T~ BJc (and other kings of the Nguyen dynasty) that 
led to the loss of the southern part of Vietna~ to the French. Tu fl~c, intimi
dated by Western weapons and uncertain as to the depth of his support among his 
own people, signed a treaty with the Frencn in 1862 which ceded three eastern 
provinces of South Vietnam to the French. Later he acquiesced when the French 
annexed some western provinces as well. For modern Vietnamese patriots then, 
loyalty to the king is a by-product of a feudal period, not a revolutionary vir
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tue, and so they take great pains to prove that in L~e Van Ti~n Confucian dogma 
such as the Three Bonds is only a veneer, that the poem is most fundamentally an 
expression of Vietnamese folk values. The prior texts they emphasize are not the 
Confucian classics but those ~ore purely Vietnamese: folk tales, including tales 
of miraculous happenings, proverbs, and ea-dao folk poems. 

Certainly these texts a,e evoked often in Lue Van Tien. Both Vinh and Giau 
call attention to the important role the anonymous characters, all of them simple 
country people, play in the story--characters like the tavern keeper who enter
tains the young scholars, the fisherman and woodcutter who help Tien, the old wom
an who lets Nga recuperate in her home. According to Giau, these are the charac
ters who express Vietnamese "human righteousness"· (p. 56). The fisherman, for ex
ample, demonstrates this virtue perfectly when, after nursing Tien back to health 
following his near death by drowning, he refuses to accept any money for his ser
vices with the comment: "To do one's duty as a human being is more important than 
silver and gold" (line 1011). This human righteousness is different from that 
spoken of in most Confucian texts, Giau argues, because in L¥e van Ti~n it is ex
hibited by the C0I1'1110n people, not just by a scholarly el ite; it seems to ema,!1ate 
from the ~and and the people. Nowhere in Vietnamese literature before Nguyen 
~inh Chieu, Giau argues, do we find anyone speaking of poor country people with 
so much admiration and affection (p. 58). 

Where do these folk characters come trom? According to Vinh, they originate 
in Vietnamese folk tales from which they step, "their arms and legs still smeared 
with mud," to make ,their appearance in this verse narrative of the Confucian schol
ar Nguyen ~inh Chieu (p. 59). These folk tales, called truy~ eo~tfeh [ancient 
tales] or truy~n ffai xua [tales of olden times], were prose narratives. Although 
as early as the thirteenth century scholars collected and recorded these stories 
in Chinese characters, the folk tale remained an oral folk genre. There are dif
ferent types of folk tales--tales of worldly affairs, sentimental tales, miracu
lous tales--but common to most of them are simple, virtuous characters much like 
the fisherman and the woodcutter in Lue Van Tien. The miraculous tales featured 
supernatural beings--fairies, animals: ghosts, and magical elements. These beings 
appear in Lue van Ti~n. Altogether there are twelve miraculous agents including, 
for example: the riv~r d~agon who saves Tien from drowning and the fairy who cures 
his blindness. Nguy~n ~inh Chie~ blends these miraculous elements into his Con
fucian tale, using them to tidy up his plot, to keep his tale moving at a fast 
clip. Trinh Ham, for example, who tr;ed to drown Tien, is efficiently dispensed 
with toward the end of the tale by havlng a miraculous tidal wave capsize his 
boat. 

Vietnamese proverbs are also important pr'or texts for Lue van Ti~n. Some
times it is the narrator who uses them, sometimes the characters, but no one can 
speak f~r long without quoting a provera. The proverb is one of many verbal de
vices Bui Kiem uses in his attempt to seduce Nga. "Who," he asks her, "when she 
has something precious to sell, hangs around the market till noon?" [Ai ttlng ban 
ait ma ngoi ehd trua? line 1376]. The question is a Vietnamese proverb, and the 
implication is' that since Nga has been a!'"ound a while "unbought", it is time she 
gave serious thought to marriage. 

Another important category of prior texts is ea-dao, or folk poetry. Many 
ea-dao lines are either quoted verbati~ or echoed in Lpe van Ti~n. Because poets 
composed verse narrative in the same poetic form as ea-dao (in lines of six and 
eight syllables with a fixed meter and rhyming scheme), incorporating ea-dao lines 
was tela\ively easy. The challenge was to employ them skillfully. Vinh praises 
Nguyen ~inh Chie~ for the way he uses the following ea-dao lines, which appear un
changed in Lpe Van Tien: - '\

Linh-ainh mOt ehiee thuyen tinn;
 
Muai hai b~~ nude gdi mi~h VaG ~u.
 

A ship of love drlfts to and fro;
 
At wh ..ch of a dozen ports shall I be cast ashore?
 

(lines 1587-88)
 

Usually this ea-dao couplet is used to descri~e ~young~girl who, in love for the 
f1rst time, feels lost and bewildered. Nguyen ~inh Chieu, however, has the lech
erous Bui Ki~m employ it as another weapon in his attempt to conquer Nga's affec
tions and get her to give up her vow to Tien (Vinh, p. 62). Hearing these wel' 
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known ca-dao lines being put to vi11ainous purposes by Bui Ki~m is a sour(e of 
aesthetic pleasure for Vietnamese, a pleasure that can be er.joyed only if ore 
knows the original ca-dao text. 

Many ca-dao lines, as I have just explained, we~e i~corporated into verse 
narratives, but it wor~ed the other way too: sometimes popular lines from verse 
narratives became a part of the ca-dao tradition. Often it is difficult to de
termine whether some popular ca-dao lines originated as ca-dao or first appeared 
in a verse narrative. Vinh admits that he does not know which came first, the 
lines in L~c Van Ti£n describing how, when Nga returned to Ha-khe, she fashioned 
a portrait of Tien, or the following similar folk poem (Vinh, p. 63): 

A '2,/ \. 
Len non be s.,la ~qa ~inh,.. J 

Hoa cho thay mat keo tinh nho-thdong.
 
Tddng 1inh d:;'Il' rach c(;ng thd',

Ur thi' chill 1d cung chd-Jdi anh.
 
Tliong 1inh da~ rac9 dIng thd',
 
LO~g thlidng gllan-tu baG giJ cho gugn.
 

I climb the mountain seeking leaves on which :0 paiut your pic:ure,
 
A likeness of you to lessen the heartache of separation.
 
My sacred picture may tear, bUe I'll still worship it,
 
I wait for you, passing up other opportunities for happiness.
 
Yes, my sacred picture may tear, but I'll still worship it,
 
I'll remember and love you for the rest of my life.
 

So what is Lllc van Tign? A historical romance in the Cninese style preach
ing Confucian morality? Or a Vietnamese folk story expressing the communal spir
it of the common people of Vietnam? An analysis of prior texts reveals it is 
both. It is the tale of Tien and Nga, two children of the scholar gentry, embod
iments of the Confucian virtue of loyalty-filial piety and chastity, who travel 
across the land of so~ protected by representatives of the Vietnamese folk tra
dition: miraculous forces, common peasants who prefer honor to riches, and the 
Buddhist Goddess of Mercy, One should not accept the arguments of those who main
tain that Lllc van Ti$n is only superficially an expressioT' of COnflJClan moral ity. 
It is a very Confucjan ,poem. l~ose who try to make JS oe1ieve otherwise are too 
eager to make Nguyen flinh Cr.ie~ a ,perfect modern revolutionary. But there is no 
need to make excuses for Nguyen Bin~ Chieu's Confucianism, no need to apologize, 
for example, for his relJctance to abandon nis king. It must have been difficult 
for someone raised on the Confucian texts to separate loyalty to the King and 
patriotism: they went together as in t~e Sino-Vietnamese expression Trung gllan
ai gil&: [Be loyal to your king, love your country]. The assumption was that "to 
have a country one hac to have a ki ng" ~co mid:: phii co vlla].IL Nguyen fJfnh 
Chieu composed Lllc Van Ti~n in the 1850s--before the French had taken Cochinchina, 
before Tq fJJc had revealed himself as inept and opportunistic, before his frie~d 
Truong fljnh had died in the resistance. There are indicatj~Vs ~hat af!pr T~ fl~c 
allowed the French to gobble up more of South Vietnam, Nguyen flinh Chieu began 
to question whether his King deserved loyalty. Although in his funeral orations 
for fallen resistance heroes he still pays ritual homage to loyalty to the king, 
he also praises these,heroes for disobeying royal edicts urging them to lay down 
their arms. Tr~dng Buu Lam argues that Truong flinh and his followers carefully 
distinguished "the person of an individua1 .•king and the moral principle of 
loyalty to monarchy."" Thus perhaps Nguyen fJinh Chie'u felt no moral contradic
tion in urging the partisans to disobey royal edicts while in the same b)'eath he 
pledged loyalty to the king. By "king" he may have meant an idealized monarch, 
someone worthy of the throne, not the weak Tif flUc who was kowtowing to the ~rench. 

But Luc Van Tien is a product of a simpler time, a time when there was a yet 
no pressing need to distinguish king and country. Much of its charm fo~ modern 
Vietnamese stems from the forthright, unreflective way the characters exercize 
their virtues: they seem to know instinctively what is right and what is wrong; 
they have no difficulty making moral and po1it;cal decisions. When jn~doubt l 

they need only consult the ancient texts. As for their creator, Nguyen fJinh Chieu, 
one senses that after he composed this narrative, after his king began dealing 
with the French, making moral and pol iticai decisions became harder. And, as ~Ie 

all know, it has not becomo any easier for Vietnamese of this century. 
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NOTES 

1.	 The Tale of Kieu. translated by Huyp.h Sanh Th~ng (New York: Random House,
 
1973).
 

2.	 There are several versions of Luc va~ Tien. My line references are to the
 
fol~owing v~rsi~n editep by the Committee to Study the Works of Nguy~n ~inh
 
Chieu: Nguyen ~inh Chieu. Luc Van Tien (Sai-gon: TG Sach V~n-Hoc, 1973).
 

3.	 See Trio Nghia~ "Tha ban ve' nguan-g8c truyen Luc Van Ti$n" ["A discussion of
 
the source of Luc V~n Tien lt ], in M~Y v§n:"ae" ~e\ Cu8c Boi va Tho-van Nguyin
 
tJi'nh Chiet [Som~ Questions about the Life and Writing of Nguy@n ~i'nh Chie~]
 
(H~-n$i: Nha Xu~t-b~n Khoa-H~c X~-H$i, i969), pp. 123-34.
 

4.	 In the text the capital is called Trifong-an. which is the ancient Chinese cap
ital of Ch'ang-an or Sian in Shensi Province. But the geography and chro
nology are not consistent. Some places mentioned in L~c van Tien one can 
locate on a map of Chin~, others on a map of Vietnam; st111 others no one 
has been able to f~nd on a map of either country. The ch~onology is also 
confused. Tien and Nga are citizens of the land of Sd or Ch'u, a country 
that ceased to exist after the Ch'in dynasty (265-~20 A.D.), but they and 
other characters refer to historical personages wr.~ lived during the later 
Han, T'ang, and Sung dynasties. 

5.	 Lo Kuan-Chung, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms, transla~ed hy C. H. Brewitt 
]a~lor (Rutlan,d, Vt.: Charles E. ~uttie,~195?). , 

6. Vu ~uc PhU'c, "M6 rong viec nghien-cJu Nguyen ilinh Chieu" ["Opening up research 
-	 '\ ·,.r· " ... 

on Nguyen ~inh Chieu"]' T~p-Chi Van-Hgc, 4 (1972), 25. 
7. Nga refers to the portrait she drew of Luc Van Tien. 
8.	 Nguy@n Quang Vinh, "Truyen thd Luc Van Tien vdi voin-hoa dan-g::'an" ["The verse
 

narrative L~c Van Tien·ap.d folk culture~], T~P-Chi ,v:n-H9c. 4 (1972), 59.
 
9.	 TrS'n V~n Gi~u, "Vi' sao tSi ~hich ooc Nguyen ~{nh Chie.l" l "Hhy I like to read, 

Nguye'; tJi'nh Chie~ll], in May vJ.n-Je've'Cu9c fJdl v,;; Tho-Van Nguy~n £Ji'nh Chieu, 
p. 55.	 ~, , 

10.	 Van Tan, for example, praises Nguyen ~inh Chieu but finds this aspect of his 
work disturbi!:!g. See "Nguye";, ~inh Chie~, m$t nhi, tr\-th,Jc y:eu nudc nS'ng-n~n, 
mSt nha thd liH-lac cJa d~n-t6c Viet-Nam" ("Nguyen Binh Chi~u, an intellec
t~al and ardent p~triot, an o~tsta;ding poet of the people of Vietnam"], 
Nghien-C,]u Lich-S&, 143 (1972), 9. r ....	 1 • , ...... ~ ... , .. .... 

11.	 Nguyen f)on~ Chi makes this point in... "Thtl xac-c!inh nguon-goc va qua-trinh hinh
th;'nh chu-nghTa anh-h.i~g c/Ja NguY,en flinh C!"Ji~~" ["Ascertaining the source 
and evolution of Nguy~n tlinh Chieu's heroism"J, Nghien-Cdu L~Ch-Sd. 145 

(1972) I 28-32. 
12.	 Trudng Buu "am, Patterns of Vietnamese Response to Foreign Intervention, 

1858-1900, Southeast Asia Studies, Yale U",iversity, Monograph Series 11 
(New Haven, 1967), p. 10. 




